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 What is a GSX-R? What does it take for 
a motorcycle to carry the GSX-R badge? 

For over 30 years, those four letters have 
owned the sportbike category. Suzuki  

engineers have continued this tradition  
of performance by creating the fastest 

and most technologically advanced GSX-R 
ever built.

The new 2017 Suzuki GSX-R1000 features 
an all-new, inline four-cylinder, power  

plant overflowing with innovative  
Suzuki-developed engine technologies 

that deliver unbelievable performance in 
any situation.

Combine this all-new GSX-R engine with 
a new ultra-compact chassis, premium  

suspension components, and an extensive 
menu of  advanced electronic features and 

you’ve got the perfect Suzuki sportbike for 
the street or the track.

The new GSX-R1000 is here; ready to 
change the world all over again.

GSX-R1000 ABS model, shown. Professional rider under closed-course conditions. Suzuki, the “S” logo, and Suzuki model and product names are Suzuki Trademarks or ®. © 2017 Suzuki Motor of America, Inc.
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Experience all three new GSX-R1000 models at SuzukiCycles.com
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WHEEL SPIN

BY KENT KUNITSUGU

As I write this final Wheel Spin column, I’m 

feeling a mixture of gratitude and optimism, 

with an obvious tinge of sadness. Exactly 23 years 

ago, after some coaxing by the previous staff of 

Sport Rider (Nick Ienatsch, Lance Holst, and Jason 

Black), I quit a lucrative job at the municipal power 

utility to join the staff of Motorcyclist magazine. It 

was a choice between making a lot of money doing 

something that was, well, okay, or making less 

money doing something I was passionate about. 

I remember my mom telling me at the time, “If 

you’re working at something you really love to do, 

don’t worry—you’ve hit the jackpot already.” As 

usual, she was spot on.

Thankfully, then-Motorcyclist Editor Mitch 

Boehm saw some potential in me, and it was 

the beginning of an incredibly rewarding and 

awe-inspiring journey. After three years as Road 

Test Editor at Motorcyclist, I was given the oppor-

tunity to take over the reins at Sport Rider, and I 

grabbed it with both hands. I’ve had the chance to 

experience things in the motorcycling world that 

I never even dreamed about, and I’ve met some 

amazing and talented people along the way. From 

IT’S BEEN A GREAT RIDE

PHOTOGRAPHY BY KEVIN WING

Sport Rider magazine comes to a close after 24 fantastic years

racing the Isle of Man TT, to spending two weeks 

touring in the Alps, to riding Grand Prix-level race-

tracks all around the world, to riding all manner of 

national- and world championship-caliber race-

bikes, and more. Make no mistake—I’ve lived 

this dream with maximum appreciation for how 

blessed I’ve been to be in this position, and I hope 

I’ve been able to put you readers in my boots 

during all these incredible experiences.

But the most rewarding part of this journey is 

knowing we’ve helped some of our readers along 

the way, whether by assisting them in making the 

right choice of motorcycle or aftermarket product, 

providing a balanced viewpoint on a particular 

subject, breaking down a technical aspect into 

something the average layman can understand, or 

getting them to think more about their riding and 

improving their riding skills. Our responsibility to 

provide you with the most unbiased and thorough 

information was something I took very seriously, 

and it made writing stories and putting a magazine 

issue together a bit more laborious than usual 

because I wanted to make absolutely sure there 

were no mistakes or misleading statements. But 

all that stress and work was more than worth it 

when someone would write in or walk up to me and 

say that they’d based a purchase decision on our 

information and were elated with the results. That 

type of satisfaction with your job can’t be beat, 

and I’m proud of the magazine that covered the 

sportbike world like no other.

I’ve had the opportunity to work with and learn 

from some really great and sharp people in this 

industry but most especially the staff that has been 

directly involved with Sport Rider. From the editorial 

to the production staff, to the ad sales and digital 

management teams, there’s always something you 

can learn from someone, and I tried to soak up as 

much tips, tricks, and info as I could. This industry 

is certainly close-knit like no other, and it’s one that 

I’ve been a part of for the better half of my life.

Even though all good rides come to an end, 

there’s always the next one waiting in the wings. 

Where that one is for me, I’m not sure yet. But 

I’ve certainly enjoyed my ride with all of you here. 

Perhaps we’ll meet somewhere at a riding spot in 

the future. Until then, keep the rubber side down, 

and continue to enjoy your ride! SR
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SAY GOODBYE! 
srmail@bonniercorp.com

Sport Rider magazine 
Attn: Mail
15215 Alton Parkway, Suite 100 
Irvine, CA 92618MAIL BOX  READERS FIRE BACK

Sport Rider welcomes your comments, criticisms, adulations, and cash. Keep in mind that all 

materials sent to the editors will become the property of Sport Rider and cannot be returned. 

We reserve the right to cut your sentences into tiny little bits.

LETTER OF THE MONTH

As far as the BMW S1000RR suddenly sporting 

symmetrical headlights, you’re probably referring to 

the opening photo in the story where the bike appears 

to have matching headlights (versus the asymmet-

rical setup it has had since the beginning). The way 

the photo was taken with the lighting that day, it only 

appears that the S1000RR has matching headlights 

because the outer lens of the right-side headlight isn’t 

visible in the shot. If you look at all the other shots, 

you’ll notice the headlights are still the trademark 

asymmetrical (non-matching) design.

For his sharp eye, Mr. Von Recklinghausen has 

earned himself a pair of new Sidi Arcadia Tex boots 

from the great people at Motonation. Constructed 

from a combination of double-stitched leather, 

suede, and Cordura panels, the Arcadia Tex boots 

have that rugged “work boot” look along with motor-

cycle-capable features. Fully internally padded for 

max comfort, the Arcadia Tex boots have reinforced 

internal heel and toe areas, internal ankle protec-

tion caps, an anti-vibration inner sole, a nonslip 

MIRRORS DURING TRACK TESTING
For us noobs and plebes, we have to take mirrors 

off or tape them up to remove the looking back 

factor. Outside of the fact that you guys know what 

you’re doing at speed, why is it that you always test 

bikes at the track with the mirrors still on the bike?

On a side note, I think I found Waldo! In last 

issue’s “Twisted Speed” test with the BMW 

S1000RR and Aprilia RSV4 RR: When did the 

Beemer get matching-style headlights?

Mike Von Recklinghausen

Waitsfi eld, VT

When we conduct our testing, we’d rather keep them 

as close to stock as possible unless otherwise noted. 

We realize that most trackday organizations require 

riders to remove mirrors whenever possible rather 

than taping them up, but with some bikes (i.e., the 

ones with turn signals integrated into the mirrors) it’s 

a lot more work than just unbolting the mirror stalks, 

so some trackday people let you simply tape them.

rubber lug outer sole, double-stitched leather shift 

pad, and a removable arch support pad. The boot 

also has two different ways to put it on: The rider 

can choose between the lace-up closure with steel 

Sidi eyelets or the zip closure with Velcro fl ap at 

the top. Available in black or brown, in sizes 7–11.5 

US/40–46 Euro, for $179. For more information, log 

on to motonation.com. —Ed.

TRIUMPH STREET TRIPLE RS
I have been riding my 2012 Ninja 650 for fi ve 

years now. I am ready to take a jump up in perfor-

mance and horsepower. My initial leanings were 

toward a 600cc sportbike, but your article on the 

new Triumph Street Triple RS has me thinking. 

I really like the sportbike specs with the more 

standard ergos.

I was looking at weight differences when I 

noticed the article states 366 pounds dry weight 

and in the specs 366 pounds wet. I am assuming 

a typo of sorts.

I foresee a test ride on the new Triumph in my 

near future.

Joe Gaydos

Monument, CO

Yep, you are right, Joe, it was typo that got past us. The 

correct wet weight specifi cation for the 2017 Triumph 

Street Triple RS is 419 pounds with a full tank of fuel 

and all other fl uids installed, ready to rock. —Ed.
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DYNO CHART MIX-UP
I’m enjoying the Aug./Sept. issue but have a query about the power charts 

on page 48 (Aprilia RSV4 RR vs. BMW S1000RR). You’re claiming the BMW 

makes 2 hp more than the Aprilia, but it sure looks like the Aprilia makes 

more torque at the stated rpm. What am I missing?

Frank John

Brooklin, ME

Unfortunately there was a mix-up in the numbers given to the art director when 

he plotted out the dyno graph for the Aprilia and BMW comparison. Here is the 

correct dyno graph showing the proper torque curves for each bike. —Ed.

SLICK VS. TREADED TIRES
I am a longtime reader of Sport Rider, Cycle World, and Motorcyclist maga-

zines. A question has bugged me for a long time: Has anyone ever done a 

comparison of slicks against treaded sportbike tires? I do realize all super-

bike races (in dry conditions) are done on slick tires. I am aware that the 

more surface area in the contact patch is the accepted norm. I still can’t 

help wondering if a radial tire with treaded area in the contact patch might be 

SCORPIONUSA.COM

Additional colors and styles are available. SCORPIONUSA.COM

Dealer Inquiries contact us at 888-672-6774 @ScorpionExo   #ScorpionExo

A

The all new EXO-R420 helmet continues to set a new standard for ScorpionEXO®’s full-face 

street helmets at a very competitive price point.  An all new performance advanced LG® 

polycarbonate shell is more aerodynamic and smaller resulting in an ultra-lightweight SNELL-

approved helmet.  The aero-tuned ventilation system uses a large top vent and mouth vent 

engineered to allow more airflow to the riders head while maintaining low noise levels. The 

EXO-R420 features our new Elliptec™ II faceshield ratchet system and EverClear® No-Fog 

coating. It ‘s is also equipped with our KwikWick® II comfort liner which is moisture wicking, 

anti-microbial, quick drying and can be easily removed to be washed.

Clear faceshield included.  Dark smoke and other faceshield options are sold separately.

THE NEXT EVOLUTION

EXO-R420
THE WORLD’S LEaDINg fULL-facE DOT/SNELL 

HELmET UNDER $150 JUST gOT BETTER!

MSRP $149.95

MSRP $159.95

MSRP $159.95

MSRP $159.95

MSRP $159.95

Solids

Tracker

Sugarskull

Shake

Techno

THE NEXT EVOLUTION

EXXO-RR44220EXO-R420
THE WORLD’S LEaDINg ffULL-ffacEE DOT/SNEELLLL

HELmET UNDER $1500 JUSST gOT BETTTERR!!
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aided by the small treaded cuts acting like small 

fingers gripping the asphalt. I know this sounds 

like a complete novice, however I have never seen 

data—as in a deliberate comparison—to see if 

a treaded tire might be as effective as a slick or 

better. Also, I am wondering if the treaded area 

might cause the tire to overheat, but with the 

advance in material composition could such a tire 

be designed to be as good or better?

Rex Gunter

Santa Clarita, CA

You probably weren’t reading SR back then, but way 

back in the December 2006 issue, we ran a tire 

test comparison story titled “Jeopardy.” In that tire 

test, we compared tires from five categories: slicks, 

DOT race, high-performance sport (trackday), sport 

(street), and sport-touring tires. In order to show a 

more relative comparison, we obtained those five 

types of tires from two manufacturers, Dunlop and 

Michelin. 

As far as the results, the slicks obviously turned 

the quickest lap times and were the most confi-

dence inspiring; but the DOT race treaded tires were 

only about half a second behind at Buttonwillow 

Raceway’s 1.7-mile West Loop, and their overall 

performance wasn’t that far behind the full racing 

slicks. Yes, the more actual surface area of rubber 

in contact with the pavement helps a great deal, but 

there’s a lot more to it than that. The microscopic 

makeup of the tire, the carcass design, profile, etc., 

all play a role in how well a tire actually grips. Tread 

sipes decrease overall grip in dry conditions on 

asphalt. And tread sipes actually do cause more heat 

to be generated from tread flex. —Ed.  SR

Call or visit our website for 

additional information

Low 

Economical

Price

• Gold or unplated ZVM-X or VX Chains
• Premium Quality steel rear sprockets
• Chromemoly countershaft sprockets
• Kits replace your stock OE gearing
• Available for Honda, Kawasaki, 
  Suzuki, Triumph & Yamaha Sport Bikes

Hard acceleration creates chain flex that
causes power loss. VX & ZVM-X chains have
increased rigidity to minimize flex and 
fight power loss.

Available in Gold or Unplated Available in Gold or Unplated

VX Series

Pro-Street Chains
ZVM-X Series

Super Street Chains

Valentino Rossi
Movistar Yamaha

MotoGP

Model          Weight          Tensile          Wear Maximum
    Number     per100 links    Strength    Resistance Disp. cc

     428VX        2.66 lbs.       7,420 lbs.       2,700 350c.c.

    520VX2       3.35 lbs.       8,210 lbs.       3,500 750c.c.

     525VX        4.05 lbs.       9,220 lbs.       3,600 900c.c.

     530VX        4.27 lbs.       9,220 lbs.       3.800 1000c.c.

  520ZVM-X     3.59 lbs.       8,745 lbs.       3,500 1200c.c.

  525ZVM-X     4.65 lbs.      10,428 lbs.       4,000 1300c.c.

  530ZVM-X     4.85 lbs.      10,428 lbs.       4.000 1400c.c.
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 NOTEWORTHY   FIRST RIDE
BY KENT KUNITSUGU 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY JON BECK/COURTESY OF BMW

harkens back to the days of the original R90S of 

the ’70s and ’80s with its stretched-out café racer 

ergos, slinky half fairing, and solo tailpiece. The 

R nineT Pure is actually a more conventional take 

on the R nineT, with styling slanted more toward 

the ’70s and ’80s, and comes with a full catalog 

of optional components and accessories to fully 

customize the bike to your individual tastes.

Both bikes use the R nineT’s classic 1,170cc 

DOHC oilhead boxer twin, so while the claimed 110 

hp doesn’t sound that impressive on the spec sheet, 

With the “classic heritage” motorcycle craze 

continuing to move along at full steam, 

manufacturers are scrambling (pun intended) to 

create new models styled after this increasingly 

popular genre. BMW has been exploiting its own 

rich past via the very adaptable R nineT boxer twin 

platform that has already given birth to several 

hot-selling current models.

For 2017, BMW has released two new versions 

of its successful R nineT “oilhead” boxer: the R 

nineT Racer and the R nineT Pure. The R nineT Racer 

the claimed 86 pound-feet of torque makes up for 

that in the real world. There’s plenty of responsive 

grunt anywhere past 3,000 rpm that gets either bike 

moving forward smartly at the twist of the surprisingly 

long-turn throttle. Like the original R nineT, the Racer 

and Pure models aren’t bristling with electronic rider 

aid trickery, though ABS is standard, and BMW’s ASC 

traction control is available as an option.

Despite their budget-conscious origins, the 

Racer/Pure’s nonadjustable 43mm conventional 

fork and single shock with rebound damping and 

BMW creates yet more spinoffs from its R nineT platform with the Racer and Pure models

DUAL PERSONALITIES
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2017 BMW R nineT Racer/Pure

MSRP $13,295/$11,995

ENGINE

TYPE Air-/oil-cooled, DOHC opposed twin

DISPLACEMENT 1170cc

BORE X STROKE 101.0 x 73.0mm

COMPRESSION 

RATIO

12.0:1

INDUCTION BMS-MP, 50mm throttle bodies,  

single injector/cyl.

CHASSIS

FRONT TIRE 120/70ZR-17 Metzeler Roadtec Z8

REAR TIRE 180/55ZR-17 Metzeler Roadtec Z8

RAKE/TRAIL 27°/4.7 in. (118mm)

WHEELBASE 58.8 in. (1493mm)

SEAT HEIGHT 31.7 in. (820mm)

FUEL CAPACITY 4.5 gal. (17L)

CLAIMED WET 
WEIGHT

485 lb. (221kg)/483 lb. (214kg)

spring preload adjustability do a good job of soaking 

up nasty urban pavement while keeping the chassis 

under control. Granted, we didn’t exactly run through 

any canyon roads at a heated pace during our 

half-day ride, but the few twisty portions of road 

we did encounter were attacked with zeal, and we 

met with no issues. And while the R nineT Pure’s 

intended customer obviously won’t be looking for 

back-road scratching at every opportunity, the Racer 

rider—as the model name and nice-looking BMW 

Racing white/blue/red livery imply—likely will want 

to relive the R90S heritage through canyon roads. 

The brakes were also more than up to the task, with 

the dual Brembo four-piston calipers and 320mm 

disc combination with ABS hauling both bikes down 

from speed with authority when desired.

Once you get beyond the engine and chassis/

running gear though, the R nineT Racer and R nineT 

Pure are about as different as chalk and cheese.

As you’d expect from a bike with a competition-

style moniker, the R nineT Racer’s ergos are classic 

café racer, with a very long reach to the bars that 

stretches you out over the elongated tank, putting a 

lot of weight on your wrists. Similarly, the footpegs 

are positioned fairly high and rearward to comple-

ment the natural race-jockey stance. And don’t 

expect much wind protection from the sleek frame-

mounted half-fairing, as the windscreen is little more 

than a dress accessory.

By contrast, the R nineT Pure is just that: the 

basic R nineT package distilled down to its original 

roadster essence. No racy bodywork or scrambler 

underpinnings—just a stripped-down version that 

is very similar to the first R nineT of three years 

ago. The riding position is very upright standard 

style, which seems comfortable until the firmly 

padded saddle has your behind yelling for mercy 

after 30 minutes.

What will likely be one of the bigger appeals 

of both the R nineT Racer and Pure is the price. 

Due to substituting a conventional fork and stan-

dard-mount brake calipers along with other omis-

sions and substitutions, the Racer and Pure come 

in several thousands under their other R nineT 

brethren. The R nineT Pure starts at $11,995, 

while the R nineT Racer stickers at $13,295. Either 

way you look at it, these two are probably the best 

editions yet of BMW’s classic roadster. SR

The R nineT Racer 

has a classic- 

looking analog 

speedometer and 

tachometer in the 

cockpit. The tiny 

windscreen is  

more for style  

than function.

The Pure’s cockpit is basically that: not much more than a 

speedometer with a small LCD info panel. The conventional 

handlebar has a medium rise for upright ergos, though the 

thinly padded seat keeps things from getting too comfy.
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 NOTEWORTHY   RIDE REVIEW
BY KENT KUNITSUGU 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY JULIA LAPALME

              It’s been a while since we last rode an  

              electric motorcycle, and the excitement 

has died down from a few years ago when they 

were all the rage. So when we were given the 

opportunity to ride American electric motorcycle 

manufacturer Zero Motorcycles’ sporty SR model 

for a few weeks, we gladly grabbed the keys.

The Zero SR sports the company’s Z-Force 

75-7R IPM (Interior Permanent Magnet) air-cooled, 

three-phase, brushless motor that pumps out a 

claimed 70 hp and 116 foot-pounds of torque, with 

the Z-Force 13.0 kWh Li-ion Power Pack battery 

pack holding enough juice to go a claimed 161 

miles in city riding, or 101 miles on the highway at 

70 mph. All power is direct drive from the motor 

(no transmission), and in the Zero SR’s case, 

through a carbon-fiber-reinforced belt drive.

The Zero’s chassis is an aluminum twin-spar 

frame utilizing a fully adjustable 41mm Showa 

inverted fork and a fully adjustable Showa piggy-

back reservoir-equipped shock out back. A single 

J-Juan asymmetric dual-piston sliding caliper 

grabs a 320mm front disc, with a single-piston 

J-Juan caliper and 240mm disc brake in the rear, 

both utilizing a Bosch Gen 9 ABS. Wheel/tire sizes 

are geared toward low rolling resistance, with the 

3.00-inch front and 3.50-inch-wide rear wheel 

shod with a 110/70-17 and 140/70-17 Pirelli 

Diablo Rosso II, respectively.

Settling into the Zero SR’s saddle reveals a fairly 

low seat height (specs say 31.8 inches, but it feels 

more like 30.8) and very narrow midsection. Overall 

ergos are comfortable but a bit confining with very 

little room to move forward or backward on the scal-

loped seat. The blue-hued LCD instrument panel is 

easily readable with important info organized well.

Commuting through the LA jungle on electric motorcycle manufacturer Zero’s hot-rod SR model

ZERO-SUM GAME
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There are three ride modes: Eco, Sport, and 

Custom. Eco mode caps top speed at 70 mph, 

reduces power to conserve energy, and sets 

the engine regeneration levels higher. Sport 

mode gives you full power and minimal regen 

settings, while Custom mode allows you to tailor 

the power and regen settings to your liking via a 

smartphone app.

We also tested two optional accessories: the Z 

Force 3.3 kWh Power Tank that extends the bike’s 

range, and the Charge Tank, which allows the 

use of public EV charging stations to charge the 

battery three times quicker than the normal six 

to 10 hours using the standard onboard charger 

and any 120-volt outlet. Unfortunately, you must 

choose between the two, as they both mount in 

the same space behind the frame’s steering head.

While riding in Eco mode was expectedly 

lethargic, Sport mode unleashes enough torque 

to provide acceleration from around 15 mph to 80 

mph that few gasoline-powered bikes can match 

(the downside is that using that power drains 

the battery quicker). The SR doesn’t seem overly 

hefty on paper at around 460 pounds, but you 

can feel that weight when riding the bike aggres-

sively; overall handling manners are a little on 

the truckish side (a little more so with the Power 

Tank) despite the 55.5-inch wheelbase and steep 

steering geometry, and you can sense that the 

brakes are working hard to slow that weight.

During a 60-mile commute to/from work 

(consisting of about 10/90 street/highway riding), 

the Zero would usually arrive with between 12 and 

25 percent battery charge remaining, depending 

on traffic—and that was riding very conservatively 

with the Power Tank option. The less highway 

running we did, the more energy we conserved; 

the problem is that extended the overall trip time 

by a significant amount.

In Los Angeles, there are literally hundreds of 

public EV charging stations, and you can find them 

with various phone apps. While it sounds on paper 

like it would be great to take a coffee break some-

where and quickly top up the battery, what we often 

discovered is that either the stations were all taken 

up by other EVs or the station would be out of order.

As a short-hop commuter bike, the Zero SR 

could be good fun, especially if recharge time 

isn’t mission-critical. But the starting MSRP of 

$15,995 is a bit pricey, and until the EV charging 

infrastructure grows significantly, it’s a rather 

limited application. SR

RIGHT The LCD instrument panel is lit in a pleasant blue hue and provides the important info (especially battery 

charge level) in an easy-to-read layout. BELOW RIGHT A single 320mm disc gripped by a J-Juan two-piston sliding 

caliper provides adequate stopping power, especially when you add regeneration via the Zero phone app. Fully 

adjustable Showa suspension on both ends is decent. 

2017 Zero SR

MSRP $15,995

ENGINE

TYPE Air-cooled, radial flux, interior permanent 

high-temp magnet, brushless motor

CONTROLLER High-efficiency, 775-amp, 3-phase 

brushless controller w/ regenerative 

deceleration

MAX. POWER 70 hp @ 3,500 rpm, 116 lb.-ft. torque 

(claimed)

BATTERY Lithium-ion, 16.3 kWh max. capacity

CHASSIS

FRONT TIRE 110/70ZR-17 Pirelli Diablo Rosso II

REAR TIRE 140/70ZR-17 Pirelli Diablo Rosso II

WHEELBASE 55.5 in. (1410mm)

SEAT HEIGHT 31.8 in. (807mm)

MEASURED 

WEIGHT

467 lb. (w/ accessory hard bags and 

top case)
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 NOTEWORTHY   FIRST RIDE

NOT THE SAME OLD GSX-S
Suzuki infuses some needed major updates to the 2018 version of its GSX-S750

swingarm now has a different contour box shape 

that Suzuki claims is stronger), as are the adjust-

ment capabilities at both ends: spring preload 

only. Suzuki heard everyone’s complaints about 

the previous front brakes and dumped the old 

axial-mount, two-piston, slide-caliper units for a 

pair of radial-mount, four-piston Nissin calipers 

biting on 310mm petal-style rotors. Other changes 

include new 10-spoke wheels with Bridgestone 

S21 rubber (replacing the old three-spoke wheels 

and old-gen Bridgestone BT-016 tires), a full 

LCD dashboard, and slightly revised bodywork 

(including a new bellypan to partially cover the ugly 

catalyzer collector of the exhaust).

When we rode the original iteration of

Suzuki’s GSX-S750 two years ago (“Suzuki’s 

New Standard,” June/July 2015), we have to admit 

we weren’t overly impressed. Basically a rebadged 

version of the European-market GSR750, the 

GSX-S’s age and budget build certainly showed, 

with an uninspiring engine character and exces-

sive heft. Although admittedly it would take a 

superb bike to knock off the class-leading Yamaha 

FZ-09, the Suzuki was nevertheless trounced by 

the game-changing triple in our comparison test 

(“Budget Blasters,” Oct./Nov. 2015).

So Suzuki decided to instill a good number 

of updates to the 2018 version of the GSX-S750 

aimed at spicing up the engine and running gear. 

The 749cc inline-four now has larger internal crank-

case windows to reduce pumping losses, refined 

EFI maps along with new long-nose, 10-hole injec-

tors for better fuel atomization, plus a larger airbox 

up top and a new 4-into-2-into-1 exhaust down 

below. Claimed power is up more than 8 hp over 

the old GSX-S (112.6 hp at 10,500 rpm compared 

to the original’s 104.5 hp at 10,000 rpm). Shorter 

final drive gearing helps acceleration even more.

A slightly updated version of the 41mm KYB 

inverted fork has springs in both legs but only the 

left side handling damping duties. The rear KYB 

shock is basically the same (though the steel 

BY KENT KUNITSUGU 

PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF SUZUKI MOTOR OF AMERICA
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2018 Suzuki GSX-S750

MSRP $8299 standard model;  

$8899 GSX-S750Z

ENGINE

TYPE Liquid-cooled, DOHC inline-four

DISPLACEMENT 749cc

BORE X STROKE 72.0 x 46.0mm

COMPRESSION 
RATIO

12.3:1

INDUCTION SDTV, 32mm throttle bodies,  

single injector/cyl.

CHASSIS

FRONT TIRE 120/70ZR-17 Bridgestone Battlax 

Hypersport S21F G

REAR TIRE 180/55ZR-17 Bridgestone Battlax 

Hypersport S21R G

RAKE/TRAIL 25°/4.1 in. (104mm)

WHEELBASE 57.2 in. (1455mm)

SEAT HEIGHT 32.2 in. (820mm)

FUEL CAPACITY 4.2 gal. (16L)

CLAIMED WET 
WEIGHT

465 lb. (211kg); 469 lb. (213kg)

Suzuki also infused some modern technology 

into the new GSX-S750, with the one-push Easy 

Start system and Low-RPM Assist feature found on 

the latest SV650, as well as the three-level (plus off) 

traction control system from the 1000. Reflecting 

Americans’ continuing love/hate relationship with 

ABS, only the all-black GSX-S750Z comes standard 

with ABS (along with a $600 bump in price).

With identical ergos to the previous model, the 

new GSX-S750’s retains the original’s comfy feel. 

Suzukis have never been known as hard starters, 

so the Easy Start system is kind of superfluous, 

and with the 750’s relative lack of low-end torque, 

the Low-RPM Assist feature is barely noticeable. 

Like the previous engine, power begins to really 

develop around 4,000 rpm; but instead of the orig-

inal’s somewhat lackluster powerband that quickly 

goes flat around 9,000 rpm, the newer engine revs 

quicker and continues making decent power well 

past 10,500 rpm. No, the new GSX-S powerplant is 

no GSX-R replica, but the added power significantly 

raises the Suzuki’s fun quotient.

Despite only having preload adjustability, the 

GSX-S750’s suspension rates are fairly well dialed 

in for everything from urban commuting to canyon 

strafing. Steering manners are better with the 

newer Bridgestone S21 tires, but turn-in effort still 

demands some muscle—the narrow handlebar and 

basically unchanged 465-pound wet weight surely 

contribute here. Thankfully, the upgraded brakes 

are a vast improvement over the previous parts-bin 

pieces; slowing the GSX-S750 is no longer a 

high-effort, numb-feeling affair, with the four-pot 

Nissins providing excellent power and feel.

Perhaps best of all, the upgrades to the 2018 

GSX-S750 only result in a $300 bump in price over 

last year ($8,299 for the base model, $8,899 for 

the ABS-equipped Z model). So even though it may 

not be a class leader in performance, the improve-

ments along with the lowest price compared to the 

competition mean the new Suzuki is certainly a 

much more recommendable choice now. SR

The previous parts-bin brake system has thankfully 

been replaced by a set of four-piston radial-mount Nissin 

calipers and 310mm petal-style rotors.

The new LCD instrument panel on the GSX-S750 offers 

better information in a more readable layout than the old 

version…with the exception of the bar-graph tach.
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 NOTEWORTHY   FIRST RIDE
BY KENT KUNITSUGU 

PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF NUVIZ

With technology advancing at dizzyingly 

rapid levels, it was only a matter of time 

before a company produced an HUD (“head-up 

display”) for a motorcycle helmet. The concept is 

the same as its application on military aircraft: 

Instead of moving eye focus downward toward an 

instrument panel and away from the area in front 

of you (and losing a good portion of situational 

awareness), you can project important information 

into the operator’s field of view that can be more 

quickly and easily accessed.

The Nuviz projects an image into the lower right 

portion of rider’s field of view via a translucent 

optical prism housing on the device that attaches 

by means of a strong adhesive tape to the outside 

of a full-face helmet’s chin bar (meaning that you 

can use it with any full-face helmet). The result 

is an image that can be quickly and easily seen 

without obstructing the rider’s field of view.

There are four main functions: GPS-based 

navigation, phone, music, and photo/video 

capabilities; all are controlled by a small 

left-handlebar-mounted remote. There are five 

main screens that can be toggled through: the 

main speedometer, Maps, Calls (phone), Music, 

and Rides. There’s also a smartphone app that 

allows you to program rides in the navigation page, 

maintain a profile, and view your stats on rides. 

Firmware updates are already becoming available 

that can be easily uploaded through the app.

The main speedo screen displays a digital 

speedometer, with smaller digits showing the 

current road’s speed limit (exceeding the speed 

A function-packed head-up display that you can mount to any full-face helmet

NUVIZ HUD HELMET DEVICE

There’s no getting around the Nuviz’s size, which can be a deal  

breaker for some. While relatively big, the weight isn’t really intrusive, 

and aerodynamics don’t come into play until around 75 mph.
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limit turns the numbers red, as well as optionally 

activating an audio warning) plus the road name. 

If you’ve planned a route on the Rides screen, a 

GPS-generated directional arrow also displays 

distance to the next turn.

It’s the navigational capabilities that are the 

Nuviz’s main forte. The Map screen shows a zoom-

able two-dimensional map that also displays your 

speed plus max posted speed. The Rides screen 

allows you to generate and memorize trips, as well 

as locate the nearest gas station. When you’re 

embarking on a planned route, the Map screen 

changes to a 3-D-style layout that allows you to 

see upcoming turns on your route more easily. 

There are voice prompts for the navigation, though 

road names are not mentioned.

The Music and Calls screens display info 

generated by your smartphone via Bluetooth 

connectivity, so numerous functions for both can 

be controlled by the remote. We weren’t overly 

impressed with the sound quality of both func-

tions; the system can’t overcome wind noise 

above 60 mph, and max volume significantly 

increases distortion. People on the receiving end 

of our phone calls also reported below-average 

audio quality. Unfortunately there is no intercom 

connectivity (you can connect through a Sena or 

Cardo device), but Nuviz claims it will have commu-

nication features updates by the end of the year.

A camera that can capture 8-megapixel still 

images or 1080p 30fps video is mounted below 

the prism housing in a ball-swivel so that it can be 

adjusted depending on how the Nuviz is mounted 

and the rider’s position. Pushing a dedicated 

button on the remote displays a screen that 

shows the camera’s view and controls whether 

still or video images are recorded; files are stored 

in a microSD card (still images are also uploaded 

to your phone).

There’s no getting around the Nuviz’s size, 

though part of that is due to all the functionality 

as well as the replaceable 3,250 mAh battery 

that provides a good amount of usage before it 

needs recharging (we easily averaged about five 

to six hours that included lots of video and navi-

gational usage). And its 8.5 ounces (not including 

the mounting plate, speakers, microphone, and 

wiring) is a fair amount of weight to have on the 

helmet’s chin bar, though it wasn’t overly notice-

able. Aerodynamic drag and wind noise wasn’t 

an issue until around 75 mph, and the unit is 

designed to tear off easily in the event of a crash.

There’s also the little matter of price: The Nuviz 

isn’t cheap at $699. The Nuviz definitely has a lot 

of useful features all rolled into one, and the soft-

ware infrastructure is there for easy upgrades. If 

you’re not afraid of being an “early adopter” and 

would like a cutting-edge piece of tech, the Nuviz 

is worth checking out. SR

This rendering of how the Nuviz HUD would look from the rider’s point 

of view is fairly accurate. The display in no way obstructs your view, 

and it provides information that can be easily discerned at a glance.
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AT LAST
T h e  Tu o n o  R R  a n d 

S u p e r  D u k e  a r e  b o t h 

i n c r e d i b l e  m a c h i n e s , 

b u t  o n l y  o n e  c a n  h a v e 

o u r  u n d i v i d e d  a t t e n t i o n

BY MICHAEL GILBERT  

PHOTOGRAPHY BY JEFF ALLEN

LOVE,  
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True love. I had never experienced it until 

the day I first stepped foot in Italy. A perfect 

blend of romance, passion, and history, the region 

pulled me in quick and never let go. Day after day, 

I fell deeper, to the point where I couldn’t imagine 

going home. This is the effect of Italian things. If 

you’ve ever traveled abroad, you probably know 

the feeling. And if you’ve ever ridden an Aprilia 

Tuono, well, you understand exactly where my 

inner Romeo comes from. Oh, Italy, you sure do 

know a thing or two about pulling on heartstrings!

Nearby, Austria isn’t exactly lacking in person-

ality either. I’ve never been, but, oh, if the KTM 

1290 Super Duke R doesn’t make me think that 

it’d pull just as hard. The question, then, if each 

of these bikes are a representation of the places 

they come from, where would I rather be?

To find out, we spent the dog days of a 

Californian summer putting each motorcycle 

through its paces on long highway stints, twisty 

canyon roads, city streets, and the daily commute. 

By no means was it as magnificent as bombing 

through the European countryside, but by the time 

we finished, we were pretty sure we found the love 

we were looking for.

The Tuono’s 1,077cc V-4 powerplant has a way 

of pulling—okay, tugging—at your heartstrings 

from the moment it takes its first breath. It lets 

out a roar that is raw yet beautiful, and its riding 

characteristics are much the same. Throttle 

response is aggressive in Track Mode (which most 

of us opted for even during most of our street 

riding), but as long as you’re careful with throttle 

application, it doesn’t feel overly abrupt in slower 

sections of road. Around town, the Tuono’s engine 

works just fine, though the tall first gear requires 

dragging the clutch out if you want to leave a 

stoplight with any authority. The straightaways, 

however, are where the Tuono’s engine works 

best. Above 8,000 rpm, it builds speed like a 

pure-bred Italian superbike before finally tapering 

off at its redline of 12,500 rpm.

The Super Duke’s engine takes on the role 

of a dark horse in this love story because it’s 

deceptively quick. Yes, for 2017 it has grown in 

displacement to 1,301cc and received a long list 

of updates—including a stiffened crankshaft, 

new resonator chambers on the cylinder heads for 

smoother power delivery, titanium intake valves 

to support a higher compression ratio of 13.6:1, 

10mm shorter intake funnels that allowed KTM 

to raise the redline by 500 rpm, and a brand-new 

exhaust system—but the sound at first ring 

doesn’t speak as passionately as the Tuono.

Instead, it sounds mellow—maybe even 

reserved—with throttle response feeling the 

same way. Initially, power delivery is very smooth 
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and subtle, making the need for TC almost zero, 

but it’s by no means weak. The KTM’s engine is 

stronger than the Aprilia lower in the revs, making 

it a more usable powerplant in the slower sections 

of twisties or around town. At 5,500 rpm, however, 

the engine begins to lay down all of its beastli-

ness. From there, its attitude takes a turn from 

relaxed to angry and wants to pull your arms out 

of their sockets until it comes time to grab ahold 

of the brake lever. That’s the beautiful thing about 

the Super Duke’s V-twin—it transitions seam-

lessly between a mellow commuter and full-blown 

rocket ship by the matter of a throttle turn.

Equally impressive as the Super Duke’s power-

plant is its chassis agility, which our testers 

unanimously agreed was its best handling trait. 

The KTM is light on its feet, especially in tran-

sitions where it has to flick from side to side, 

giving you the ability to flop between twisties with 

aggression. The downfall to its chassis is that 

it struggles to hold its line unless there’s heavy 

load on it, like in wide-open turns. If you’re stuck 

in a slower section of road, the bike pushes wide 

at midcorner and is nervous at full lean, making it 

difficult to find confidence to push its limits. Find a 

faster set of corners, however, and you’ll feel the 

chassis load properly, which helps the bike steer 

around the corner.

The Aprilia is much the opposite, being one of 

the most confidence-inspiring naked chassis that 

we’ve ridden, regardless of speed or conditions. 

It’s planted to the ground in a way that allows you 

to hit rough patches of road without the worry 

of it becoming unsettled while still being nimble 

enough to rip through tight sections of road and 

make steering corrections when needed. Side-

to-side transitions are the only places the Tuono 

falls behind the Super Duke, but the difference is 

negligible when looked at next to the rest of the 

Aprilia’s advantages.

Braking performance between the Aprilia and 

KTM are also varying, which is funny because both 

are fitted with Brembo’s top-shelf M50 Monoblock 

calipers and a Brembo master cylinder. Of course, 

the Tuono’s brake rotors are 10mm larger than 

the Super Duke’s (330mm versus 320mm), which 

helps outright braking power, but there’s more feel 

through the lever on the Tuono as well. The only 

drawback to the Aprilia is that an overly aggressive 

initial bite can make riding in traffic feel choppy 

and difficult to modulate if you aren’t gentle with 

the lever; but the package is still superior to that 

of the Super Duke. By comparison, the KTM’s 

brakes lack both feel and power, suggesting that 

aftermarket brake pads might improve all-around 

performance.

In defense of the KTM, the ergonomics 

ABOVE  The Super Duke R’s 1,301cc V-twin is downright impressive. The engine’s power delivery is remarkably 

smooth at initial throttle input, and the power becomes beastly as the engine passes the 5,500-rpm mark.
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package is quite comfortable, and a long day in 

the saddle is no problem because of its more 

upright handlebars and lower footpegs. Despite 

having a chattering vibration through the bars 

and pegs, and its WP suspension feeling as if it 

shudders over bumps instead of fully absorbing 

them, our testers agreed that it’s a more relaxing 

ride than the Tuono. The racy ergonomics on the 

Aprilia suggests the Italians designed the Tuono 

to be a superbike with an upright bar on it, which is 

great for canyon carving, but any lengthy straight-

line stints will be taking a serious toll on your 

body. Seat heights are similar (33.5 inches for the 

Aprilia and 33.8 inches for the KTM), though the 

Super Duke’s square-shape seat makes the bike 

feel taller than it is, making stop-and-go traffic a 

hassle for smaller riders.

Of course, we have to mention the Tuono’s fuel 

mileage. Our measured average came in at 31 

mpg, which had us scrambling for fuel around the 

120 mile mark. Not the greatest, especially when 

the KTM’s average hovers right around 36 mpg.

LEFT  For 2017, the Tuono 

gets upgraded with top-

shelf Brembo M50 calipers 

and 330mm discs. The 

braking power is more than 

adequate, but an overly 

aggressive initial bite on  

the street hinders their  

true capability.
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TRACK:
2017 Aprilia Tuono V4 1100 RR

MSRP $14,999

ENGINE

TYPE Liquid-cooled, DOHC V-4, 4 valves/cyl.

DISPLACEMENT 1077cc

BORE X STROKE 81.0 x 52.3mm

COMPRESSION 

RATIO

13.6:1

INDUCTION Weber-Marelli EFI, 48mm throttle 

bodies, single injector/cyl.

CHASSIS

FRONT 

SUSPENSION

Sachs 43mm inverted fork, adjustable 

spring preload, compression, rebound 

damping, 4.7-in. travel

REAR 

SUSPENSION

Sachs monoshock w/ piggyback reservoir, 

adjustable spring preload, compression, 

rebound damping, 5.1-in. travel

FRONT TIRE 120/70R-17 Pirelli Diablo Rosso III

REAR TIRE 190/55R-17 Pirelli Diablo Rosso III

RAKE/TRAIL 24.7°/3.9 in. (100mm)

WHEELBASE 57.0 in. (1448mm)

SEAT HEIGHT 33.5 in. (851mm)

FUEL CAPACITY 4.9 gal. (18.5L)

WEIGHT 479 lb. (217kg) wet, 448 lb. (203kg) dry 

(all fluids, no fuel)

PERFORMANCE

FUEL 

CONSUMPTION

28–34 mpg, 31.0 avg.

QUARTER-MILE 10.28 sec. @ 140 mph

ROLL-ONS 60–80 mph/2.3 sec.

KTM 1290 Super Duke R

MSRP $17,999, $18,775 as tested  

(w/ Performance and Track packs)

ENGINE

TYPE Liquid-cooled, DOHC V-twin, 4 valves/cyl.

DISPLACEMENT 1301cc

BORE X STROKE 108.0 x 71.0mm

COMPRESSION 

RATIO

13.6:1

INDUCTION Keihin EFI, 56mm throttle bodies,  

single injector/cyl.

CHASSIS

FRONT 

SUSPENSION

WP 48mm inverted fork, adjustable 

spring preload, compression, rebound 

damping, 4.7-in. travel

REAR 

SUSPENSION

WP monoshock w/ piggyback reservoir, 

adjustable spring preload, compres-

sion, rebound damping, 6.1-in. travel

FRONT TIRE 120/70R-17 Metzeler Sportech M7 RR

REAR TIRE 190/55R-17 Metzeler Sportech M7 RR

RAKE/TRAIL 24.9°/4.2 in. (107mm)

WHEELBASE 58.5 in. (1486mm)

SEAT HEIGHT 33.8 in. (857mm)

FUEL CAPACITY 4.8 gal. (18.2L)

WEIGHT 480 lb. (178kg) wet, 450 lb. (204kg) dry 

(all fluids, no fuel)

PERFORMANCE

FUEL 

CONSUMPTION

33–39 mpg, 36.4 avg.

QUARTER-MILE 10.32 sec. @ 138 mph

ROLL-ONS 60–80 mph/2.6 sec.

Thanks to Southern 

California trackday 

company TrackDaz, we managed to sneak in a day 

of testing at Buttonwillow Raceway Park, where we 

put both the Aprilia’s and KTM’s qualities under 

a magnifying glass. With these bikes not exactly 

being designed with outright speed in mind, we 

punted doing a comparative lap-time analysis and 

instead focused on gathering impressions of their 

abilities and fun factors at the racetrack.

A lot comes into light about each bike’s elec-

tronics packages at the racetrack, especially 

their traction control systems. The Tuono’s Aprilia 

Performance Ride Control (aPRC) traction control 

system has eight levels of adjustment (plus off), 

with each mitigating wheelspin quite well. On a 

lower setting, such as Level 2 or 3, the system 

allows for enough rear-wheel slip to help pivot the 

bike around the corner but not so much as to keep 

the bike from driving forward. Like its superbike 

sibling—the RSV4—it struggles with consistency 

from lap to lap, which makes trusting that it won’t 

snap back on you an issue. The good news about 

the aPRC system is that it now includes a revised 

Wheelie Control function as well as a bidirectional 

quickshifter and Launch Control and Pit Limiter 

systems that all work quite well.

The Super Duke has many of the same features, 

but that’s only if you purchase KTM’s additional 

upgrades. The Performance Pack ($475.99) 

includes a bidirectional Quickshifter+, KTM My 

Ride (Bluetooth device connectivity), and an 

adjustable Motor Slip Regulation (MSR) system 

that controls the amount of engine-braking while 
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•   The SuperCorsa SC’s rubber impressed the Sport Rider testers with their dura-
bility, even in brutally hot conditions at the racetrack. The first drop in tire grip 
came after two sessions but stayed very consistent through the test.

•   Rear tire traction on the SuperCorsa is confidence inspiring, making you want to 
twist the throttle earlier and earlier in the corner.

•   Feel through the contact patch of the front and rear tires is nearly perfect, 
allowing you to know exactly what the bike is doing at all times.

•   The Diablo SuperCorsa SC has been the control tire of the World Supersport 
Championship since 2004.

PIRELLI DIABLO SUPERCORSA SC 

PIRELLI.COM

TEST

RUBBER

TEST NOTES: KTM 1290 SUPER DUKE R

+ Comfortable ergonomics

+ Smooth power delivery but rip-your-arms-off speed

- Vibration through the chassis to handlebars and footpegs

- Chassis is overly sensitive to rider input and road conditions

- Numb brake feel and power

x KTM’s Performance and Track packs add to an already 

expensive price tag

Kent KUNITSUGU
Age: 56

Height: 5’7”

As great a bike as the Aprilia Tuono V4 1100 

is (especially on the racetrack), I’d still pick the 

KTM if I were going to buy a bike like this.

Yes, you could buy the factory version of 

the Aprilia for the price of the KTM, but for the 

riding I’d be doing, the Super Duke fills the 

bill more readily. The Aprilia is a beast of an 

engine in the upper reaches of its powerband, 

but the KTM’s huge V-twin is much more 

responsive at the rpm and speeds you see 

on the street. And the agility of the Super 

Duke makes it more enjoyable at that pace 

as well. I’d surely be happier with the Tuono at 

a trackday, but those days wouldn’t be very 

frequent; for the street and canyon riding that 

would comprise the vast majority of its life in 

my hands, the Super Duke comes out on top 

in my book.
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FINAL RATINGS Aprilia Tuono 
V4 1100 RR

KTM 1290 
Super Duke R

Quality 9 9

Instruments & controls 9 9

Ergonomics 8.5 9

Chassis & handling 9.5 8.5

Suspension 9 8.5

Brakes 9.5 8.5

Electronics package 9 9

Engine power 9.5 9.5

Engine power delivery 9 9.5

Fun factor 9.5 9

RATINGS TOTAL 91.5 89.5
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Aprilia Tuono V4 1100 RR   152.9 @ 11,800 rpm

KTM 1290 Super Duke R   152.3 @ 10,000 rpm

HORSEPOWER

Aprilia Tuono V4 1100 RR   78.1 @ 9,400 rpm

KTM 1290 Super Duke R   92.5 @ 7,400 rpm

TEST NOTES: APRILIA TUONO V4 1100 RR

+ Planted chassis feel

+ Impressive brakes on and off the track

+ Power and sound of the V-4 never gets old

- Racy ergonomics for the street

- Voracious appetite for fuel

x Better all-around performance for a lower price

Michael GILBERT
Age: 21

Height: 5’7”

In all honesty, I struggled falling for the KTM. 

There’s no question that it’s an extraordinary 

motorcycle, but it still has a few too many 

quirks for me to consider putting a big chunk 

of change down on one. And there’s that too; 

the Super Duke R already has a high price tag, 

and its optional Performance and Track packs 

set it over the limit.

The Tuono V4 1100, on the other hand, had 

me in love at first ride. It’s so close to being 

a stripped-down superbike, which is exactly 

what I’d want if I’m looking at entering the 

super naked category. The chassis package is 

solid, its engine is ruthless, and its electronics 

package has functions for everything you 

throw at it. Fun? Heck yes.

The Aprilia is what a naked bike should be.

entering corners. Also available is the Track  Pack 

($299.95) that opens up the TC system to nine 

levels of adjustment, enables the ability to shut off 

Wheelie Control, offers various throttle response 

settings, and adds Launch Control. The TC system 

impresses at the track, with it intruding just enough 

to keep the wheels in line and maintain momentum 

to consistently get off the corner lap after lap.

The handling characteristics of each bike are 

exaggerated on the racetrack, which unfortunately 

includes the Super Duke’s uneasy handling. Rolling 

to maximum lean on the KTM is quicker than the 

Tuono, as it was on the street, but it’s only advan-

tageous if you are gentle with your inputs. Try to 

wrestle the KTM into the corner and the chassis 

will begin wallowing underneath you, often not 

settling down until you hit the next straightaway. 

Its struggle to hold a line continues on the race-

track too, with testers agreeing the KTM has to 

ride on the edge of the tire longer to fi nish corners 

than the Aprilia. In contrast, the same planted 

feel the Tuono presents on the street is equally 

as confi dence inspiring on the racetrack, and the 

aggressive initial bite of the brakes that haunts the 

Aprilia on the street goes almost unnoticed.

And so it comes time to decide—where will true 

love take me? The Super Duke R is an impressive 

motorcycle. Its engine can charm anyone with 

its delicate power delivery, yet it has hair-raising 

top-end horsepower. But there’s just something 

missing. I know that no love is ever cheap, but 

the additional costs of the Performance and 

Track  packs needed to bring it up to speed with 

the Tuono makes falling for the KTM a tough sell. 

Sorry, Austria.

The Aprilia has it all. It’s fast, refi ned, and 

comes equipped with all the bells and whistles 

you can ask for on a naked bike. Its engine and 

chassis are balanced to near perfection—raw yet 

tamed, nothing else. Once you’ve had your taste 

of the Tuono, imagining anything else is a diffi cult 

thing to do.

Oh, Italy, how could I ever leave you? SR

CONCLUSION :

TORQUE (ft.-lb.)

2         3          4          5          6         7           8          9         10        11        12        13        14       15
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A FINAL 

Hard to believe how time has fl own by. I remember how excited Nick 

Ienatsch and fellow former Motorcyclist Editor Lance Holst (the two 

were pulled out from the Motorcyclist staff to form the beginning staff of 

Sport Rider) were when they learned that the green light for SR was given 

in late ’92. They’d asked me to help with either photo modeling or testing 

a few times during their time at Motorcyclist, so it was great to see the 

project they’d hoped for come to fruition.

Just as Dirt Rider had branched off of Motorcyclist back in ’82 

to cover the growing off-road market, Sport Rider was the “perfor-

mance-oriented offshoot of Motorcyclist magazine providing more 

in-depth, detailed coverage of sportbikes and racing motorcycles than 

any other title.” The sportbike market at the time was really beginning 

to take off, with bikes like Honda’s groundbreaking CBR900RR turning 

the motorcycling landscape on its ear, so the timing was near perfect 

when Sport Rider’s April 1993 issue hit the newsstands.

Sportbike fanatics in the USA were ecstatic—fi nally, 

a magazine without the other distractions that just 

concentrated on the sportbike and racing world. 

And with the manufacturers continuing to 

introduce an increasing number of sportbike 

models, Sport Rider was perfectly positioned to provide all the in-depth 

road tests and comparisons these bikes required. Every aspect of the 

sportbike world would be covered, from do-it-yourself maintenance and 

hop-up stories to behind-the-scenes racing tales to, probably most 

important, increasing the performance of the rider as well.

When I took over the helm in April 1997, I wanted to continue that 

same direction of content but with some different angles in order to 

distinguish ourselves from the numerous other magazines that we 

competed with on the newsstand shelves. SR soon grew to be the domi-

nant sportbike publication in the USA, and our testing methods were 

later copied by many competitors. During the 20 years since that time, 

we’ve not only had to adapt to the rapidly changing sportbike landscape 

but changes in the publishing industry as well. Through it all, we’d like to 

think that we’ve upheld SR’s original editorial mantra from ’93. It’s been 

quite a journey, that’s for sure.

During the 24 years of its existence, there have been 

some groundbreaking stories in Sport Rider’s history. 

Here’s a compilation of those stories (or issues) we 

thought defi ned the brand best. We hope you’ve 

enjoyed the ride as much as we have.

LOOK BACK

THE BEST 

STORIES FROM 

24 YEARS 
OF SPORT RIDER

BY KENT KUNITSUGU
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The inaugural issue of SR had an unusual cover, with the images of each Japanese Open Class contender in the comparison test distorted while stacked on top of 

one another. The content inside set the tone for the magazine’s future: The aforementioned comparison test included relevant data and information not found in 

any of the other motorcycle magazines. Following in the footsteps of Motorcyclist, all of the tests (in fact, a lot of the editorial) had a lot of DIY material with plenty of 

photos for the home mechanic to reference (SR was the top motorcycle publication in the company for back-issue demand largely because of this).

Besides an exhaust-system shootout, there was another article that became a frequent story angle in SR: testing championship-winning racebikes. Ienatsch 

was able to ride four machines with a bold number “1” on their number plates: the AMA Superbike championship-winning Muzzys Kawasaki ZX-7R, the Team 

Valvoline Suzuki GSX-R1186 that took the no-limits-or-rules Formula USA title, the Fastline MCM Racing Suzuki GSX-R1201 that emerged victorious in the AMA 

Endurance championship, and the WERA Endurance championship-winning Team Suzuki Endurance GSX-R1186.

There were also plenty of racing-related stories from across the world as well. But probably one of the best parts of the magazine (and one that not too many 

likely noticed) was the small-print disclaimer on the table of contents page: “Much of the action depicted in Sport Rider could rip your limbs off if done improperly. 

The riders seen in our photos are professionals riding under controlled conditions; save the speed for the track. Ride within your capabilities, concentrate, and 

always wear protective gear, including a helmet.”

APRIL 1993—DEBUT ISSUE
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In what was to become an annual ritual for four 

years, Sport Rider continued a contest that 

Ienatsch had started four years earlier during 

his stint at Motorcyclist—that was then called 

“Superbikes from Hell”—and created SR’s UFO 

(“Unlimited Flying Objects”) contest. SR invited 

the top performance bike builders in the country to 

bring their fastest, nastiest sportbike in a no-holds-

barred contest. The only rule was that the bike had 

to be street legal, meaning a functioning headlight, 

taillight, turn signals, and mirrors. The rest was 

anything goes: turbos, superchargers, nitrous, big 

displacement, whatever.

Six builders accepted the challenge, with 

three bikes breathing normally and the other three 

puffi ng through turbos. The result? Three bikes 

going faster than 200 mph at the high-speed 

confi nes of Honda’s Proving Center of California, 

with the Mr. Turbo Kawasaki ZX-11 hitting an incred-

ible 230.769 mph. Yours truly even managed to 

write a story about my Honda CBR900RR street-

bike with almost 20,000 miles in that issue as well.

OCTOBER 1993—UFOs
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The fi rst issue with yours truly as the editor-in-chief 

was chock-full of a variety of content, ranging from 

a 600cc supersport comparison to a feature story 

on motorcycling in Japan, after I spent a week at 

a friend’s home in Yokohama immersing myself 

in the vastly different two-wheeled culture there. 

There was nothing like motorcycling in Japan in the 

’80s and ’90s; the enthusiasm for both riding and 

racing—and a burgeoning home industry that fed 

it—was something that I’ve never encountered 

anywhere else since then (sadly, the domestic 

motorcycle market in Japan today is but a shell 

of what it was during that time). There was also a 

feature story on the Italian motorcycle industry, 

after I spent fi ve days visiting numerous factories 

there (a few of which unfortunately are no more).

I also wrote a story on the late Sam Wheeler, 

who self-designed and built a normally aspirated 

streamliner that went 301 mph (and then 332 

mph with a turbo engine). Wheeler then got proper 

sponsorship from Parts Unlimited last year and was 

gunning for the 400-mph barrier when his stream-

liner’s drag chute malfunctioned during a Bonneville 

practice run and it crashed, with the likable 

Californian succumbing to his injuries a day later.

APRIL 1997—1ST ISSUE W/ KK AS EIC

In a feat that will likely never be repeated, SR was 

able to convince fi ve of the six factory roadracing 

teams then competing in the AMA Superbike 

Championship—Yoshimura Suzuki, Vance & Hines 

Yamaha, Fast by Ferracci Ducati, Harley-Davidson, 

and Muzzys Kawasaki—to bring their racebikes 

back to Firebird Raceway in Arizona the day after 

the fi nal race of the 1995 season and let the maga-

zine’s editors fl og them around the track (the lone 

holdout, American Honda’s Smokin’ Joe’s team, 

couldn’t make the test but promised to let us ride 

their bike at a later date).

The teams even let SR do a dragstrip run or 

two on their bikes. This was during the heyday of 

American roadracing, when there were numerous 

factory teams plus factory-supported satellite 

teams, and the competition was so fi erce that 

manufacturers and World Championship race teams 

looked to the AMA series for their next star rider.

FEBRUARY 1996—AMA SUPERBIKES
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My fi rst Isle of Man TT trip (I returned a year later to 

compete again) was an adventure of epic propor-

tions. I arrived at the Island only to fi nd my original 

plan of racing a stock GSX-R600 scuttled due to 

some confusion with Suzuki UK, but luckily my 

friend Tom Montano managed to fi nd a TZ250 for 

rent from Padgetts. The sensation of barreling along 

public roads at high speed was one I’ll never forget.

And somehow, with a total of only eight laps 

of practice (there were no video games you could 

study from back then; actual onboard videos were 

limited to some fuzzy Joey Dunlop footage, and 

driving the course in a car was basically useless), 

I managed to qualify for the event with an average 

speed over the “ton” (more than 100 mph), consid-

ered an achievement for a “newcomer” back 

then. In the Lightweight TT (as the race for 250cc 

two-strokes was known then), my average speed 

for the four 37.73-mile laps was more than 100 

mph as well, and I left the Island satisfi ed and full 

of appreciation for the historic event.

OCTOBER 1997—ISLE OF MAN TT

It was an idea that I thought the senior manage-

ment would never go for: Produce a large-format, 

quality-paper, perfect-bound publication fi lled with 

the best racing photography from around the world. 

To my utter amazement, they said yes, and the SR 

Racing Photo Annual was born. Our fi rst year of publi-

cation was 1999, and the newsstand-only magazine 

(sorry, subscribers, I tried to get them to give it to our 

loyal readers, but they worried about postage costs) 

was an instant hit. So much so that it continued on 

an annual basis for the next nine years.

And why not? It showcased some of the 

greatest shots from world championship and 

national championship racing in a way that wasn’t 

trying to be too artsy or clever for its own good. And 

a good many current racing photographers got their 

start through the pages of the SR Racing Photo 

Annual. Being racers/sportbike riders at heart, it 

was a labor of love for us.

RACING PHOTO ANNUAL 1999
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With more and more sportbikes utilizing the “free 

horsepower” of ram-air induction to help boost 

power outputs, we decided to measure exactly how 

much the concept of ram-air was worth.

In Part 1, we took advantage of the already 

universal adoption of electronic fuel injection in 

the sportbike world and tapped into the airbox 

pressure sensor to measure exactly how much 

airbox pressure was created at various speeds. 

The amount of pressure generated was surprising 

on many of the bikes, especially when you consider 

that there was an engine gulping down huge quan-

tities of air at the same time.

In Part 2, we took those pressure numbers and 

the exact same bikes and artifi cially created the 

airbox pressure while on the dyno to measure the 

power increase. Those results were even more 

surprising, with nearly all the bikes exhibiting an 

increase in power across the rpm range, and not 

just at triple-digit speeds.
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The late Richard Sims was another “Superbikes 

from Hell” and “UFO” contest alumni, and he 

frequently offered us rides on outrageous bikes 

he’d built for customers. One such beast was a 

2003 Kawasaki ZRX1200 with a Magnuson super-

charger that cranked out an amazing 200 hp with 

more than 100 foot-pounds of torque at 5,000 rpm.

This was not some cobby-looking graft either; 

not only was the fi nished product build quality and 

appearance worthy of the best OEM standards, 

but Sims had to design and build his own custom 

fuel-injection system to work with the blower that 

was sandwiched into the tight space where the 

stock carburetors once lived. The engineering and 

fabrication that went into the design was incred-

ible, and that was also refl ected in its performance; 

not only was the bike ungodly fast, but it was also 

as rideable as a stocker, with smooth fueling and 

throttle response with no hiccups.

Sims passed away in September while assisting 

in chasing yet more speed records in Bonneville—

he will be sorely missed.

It seemed like a great idea on paper: Yours truly and Senior Editor Andrew Trevitt, along with frequent guest tester Steve Mikolas and motor-

cycle rental company owner Andy Holobinko, would leave from Laguna Seca after the WSBK races for a sport-tour run through the Sierra 

Nevadas, across the northern Nevada desert, pop up through Bryce Canyon in Utah, and then traverse the Rockies into Golden, Colorado.

What it ended up turning into was a three-day torture test that saw us covering huge swaths of twisty road mileage at risky speeds to 

make Holobinko’s overly ambitious destination each day. We experienced everything from traversing Nevada’s mind-numbingly-straight-

for-miles Highway 50, to dodging so many deer in Bryce Canyon National Park that we had to slow to 25 mph, to riding through a scary 

thunderstorm in Colorado that saw us nearly defi brillated by lightning numerous times.

DECEMBER 2001—FOUR STATES, THREE DAYS

FEBRUARY 2005—SUPERCHARGED ZRX
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There are many companies 

where the employees take pride 

in the brand they work for, but 

the enthusiasm displayed by the 

people who work for Ducati—

like the group pictured here, 

comprising the Ducati Reparto 

Corse (“Racing Department”) 

which is a small portion of the 

workforce—is on another level. 

BY MANUEL PECINO 

PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF DUCATI
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For someone who is not from the country 

where Ferrari was born, it may be diffi cult to 

understand how far the passion of the Italians can 

reach. Especially when it comes to motorcycles 

and racing.

Donato D’Amato, 28, is from Salerno, in 

southern Italy. He bears a striking red tattoo on his 

right forearm: It’s Ducati’s coat of arms, as red as 

the blood that fl ows through his veins. He works as 

a technician in the Ducati machining department 

and passionately says he is “living a dream.”

Davide Cattabriga is 38 years old, from 

Bologna, and coordinates the mechanics of the 

production lines at Ducati. He has the Ducati 

Panigale suspension tattooed on one of his calves 

and the Superquadro pistons and cylinders on a 

forearm. But the tattoo he is most proud of hides 

underneath his shirt, emblazoned across his chest: 

an image of the Desmodromic engine. He wanted 

very much to show it, but he thought it would be 

rude and incorrect to remove his shirt at his place 

of work. As in the case of D’Amato, Cattabriga 

affi rms with passion: “This is a good year.”

In the hallways and offi ces, many Ducati 

engineers can be seen proudly wearing Andrea 

Dovizioso’s commemorative T-shirt for his victory 

at Mugello. It bears the inscription: “The success 

made in Italy,” a shirt commemorating the Italian 

rider’s triumph at the Italian GP…on an Italian 

motorcycle with an Italian engine. Inside Ducati’s 

headquarters, the walls and work areas are lined 

with posters of the rider from Forlí, the same 

picture used for the huge photograph that hangs 

proudly on one of the facades of the factory.

Welcome to Ducati Motor, Via Antonio Cavalieri 

Ducati, 3, in the western quarter of Bologna known 

as Borgo Panigale, a place where every one of the 

1,200 employees—from the CEO to the custo-

dian—are “infected with the red virus.” Perhaps ill, 

some might say, but hopelessly happy.

They say the devotion of the Ducati workers to 

their brand is the secret to a company in the middle 

of a challenge, whose analogy would be some-

thing like the biblical tale of David and Goliath. For 

example, 55,000 units per year is Ducati’s produc-

tion. Honda, on the other hand, produces 12 

million engines at its numerous worldwide plants 

over the same period.

In the same plant where the bikes you can 

buy in any Ducati dealership around the world are 

built, the Desmosedici GP17s are also assem-

bled, in a separate section of the facility known as 

the Reparto Corse. These are the technologically 

advanced machines that brought Dovizioso and 

Danilo Petrucci to the podium in the fi rst part of the 

Technician Davide Cattabriga (right) and two co-workers assemble a 1299 Panigale on the production line 

at Ducati. Having a passion for the brand means you take pride in your work, and that obviously pays off in 

end-product quality.

A huge photo-banner depicting Andrea Dovizioso on his way to victory at the Italian GP at Mugello hangs 

proudly on one side of the factory complex.

Cattabriga’s arm tattoo depicts the pistons and cylinders of the Superquadro engine.

Would you ever see any other motorcycle manufacturer CEO show this much passion and enthusiasm 

about racing? Ducati CEO Claudio Domenicali kisses the Desmosedici GP17 after Dovizioso’s win at the 

Italian Grand Prix.
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2017 season. Competition and commercial winds 

blow the Ducati sails, especially in the United 

States, which continues to be Ducati’s biggest 

market in terms of unit sales.

There have been seven years of continuous 

growth, with a turnover in 2016 of 731 million 

euros and a profi t of 50 million euros. Some say 

that this situation derived from the entry of Ducati 

Motor Holding into the Volkswagen conglomerate 

at the hands of Audi fi ve years ago. But when 

the CEO of the German group visited all of the 

workers at Borgo Panigale, his words were very 

clear: “Ducati bleibt Ducati” (“Ducati will remain 

Ducati”). That is, Ducati would still be Italian. “We 

were given carte blanche, we cooperated and 

exchanged data with Wolfsburg [Volkswagen Group 

Headquarters], but here we continue to decide, 

they trust us to do well,” Claudio Domenicali, CEO 

of Ducati, explains.

The Germans paid $962 million for the 

company in 2012, but then the “DieselGate” 

emissions scandal three years later forced the 

huge VW conglomerate to pay $2.8 billion in fi nes 

to the USA’s Environmental Protection Agency, 

plus pledge more than $18.3 billion to rectify all 

of the VW automobiles affected worldwide by the 

scandal. In reportedly looking to “streamline” 

its bulging business portfolio, the VW Group was 

said to have instructed its banks to determine 

interest in Ducati, but the company’s super-

visory board (which includes several powerful 

labor union leaders) quickly squelched that idea. 

In the meantime, the Italians, the proud heirs 

of a company founded almost a century ago in 

the basement of the Società Scientifi ca Radio 

Brevetti, continue to steer Ducati.

Ducati is a company that mixes a factory, a 

laboratory of engineering ideas (the only way it is 

possible to compete in both sport and commer-

cial interests with the comparatively colossal 

Japanese brands), and a family united by “the 

blood,” in this case, the passion for a brand.

D’Amato, the man with the tattooed fore-

arms, had a dream since childhood. “I’m from the 

south,” he says. “I dismantled scooters and imag-

ined becoming a rider. In my village I worked in a 

steel mold factory, but one day I left everything 

and I presented a CV here. It took me a while, it 

took me some time, but I fi nally got to work here. 

I got into Ducati.”

For three years, D’Amato has been dealing with 

crankshafts and connecting rods. “For me it was 

like entering a family,” the Italian mechanic says 

with a passion shared by each of the workers we 

spoke with. “Ducati is special; I put my hands on 
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pieces that will one day be decisive in the world 

racing championship. After winning in Mugello, the 

riders were here with us, humble, available… We 

are a team.”

Most of them ride to and from work on the same 

type of bikes that leave the assembly lines; the 

employee parking lot is packed with Ducati motor-

cycles belonging to the factory workers. “I have a 

Monster 821 and I go out to ride when I have free 

time,” D’Amato says. “How it sounds! You hear the 

two-cylinder from afar, it’s pure music.”

D’Amato also confesses that during the party 

in the factory to celebrate the triumphs, he took 

Dovizioso aside and said to him, “This year we will 

win, understand? It’s been 10 years since Casey 

Stoner did his job, 10 years we’ve been waiting for 

the second title. It’s on the way, and when we get 

there it will be ours, everyone’s.”

The party, the event, the family reunion—call 

it what you will—that took place in Borgo Panigale 

mid-June to celebrate Andrea Dovizioso’s double 

victory had no shortage of attendees. They were all 

there: riders, competition department engineers, 

production plant personnel, those in the adminis-

trative department, et al.

Sitting in the fi rst row was Cattabriga, who 

they say is capable of performing miracles with 

a screwdriver. “I’ve been at Ducati for 20 years,” 

the Bologna native notes. “It’s something I carry 

with pride and passion. Yamaha’s racing depart-

ment is as big as Ducati’s, but they do not have the 

Italian genius.” Cattabriga has two Panigales in his 

garage. At Ducati, he works with two friends from 

Calabria, Giuseppe Curia and Agostino Magliarella. 

“We have to work hard these days. The quality leap 

in MotoGP also depends on us…and the engineers 

of the Reparto Corse from the top fl oor.”

Curia and Magliarella tell us that when they go 

to the beach, they obviously bring their bright-red 

Ducati towels. “People are curious and ask if we 

are fans of Ducati,” Curia says. “When replying 

that we are much more than just that, that we 

work at Ducati, they look at us with admiration 

and respect. There is no need to say more.” The 

immense pride felt by Curia and Magliarella is 

readily apparent.

And that pride was surely soon to grow even 

larger for one of these three. Cattabriga, Curia, 

and Magliarella didn’t know it, but in the weeks 

following our visit to the factory, one of the three 

would be chosen to join the Ducati Corse race 

team’s MotoGP crew. SR

Ducati CEO Domenicali gives Dovizioso 

an enthusiastic hug as the team 

celebrates in parc ferme after the Italian 

took victory in the Mugello MotoGP race.

Cattabriga’s leg tattoo is made to look 

like his calf contains an Öhlins TTX36 

shock and linkage from a Panigale inside.

Dovizioso’s victory at the Mugello 

MotoGP race was not only the team’s 

and his fi rst victory of 2017, but it also 

put the Italian in the point lead for the 

championship.
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RACING’S LAST  
OPEN FRONTIER

The Suzuka 8 Hours is more like 

an eight-hour sprint than an 

endurance race, and there are  

no spec tire or ECU rules— 

may the best team win
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BY MANUEL PECINO 

PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF  

JUN GOTO, YAMAHA RACING,  

AND HONDA RACING
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RIGHT  The pre-race introduction of the teams/riders is a long-running 

tradition at Suzuka, with the riders sitting along the front straight. 

Naoe Yoshimura holds a photo of her late husband, the renowned Hideo 

“Pops” Yoshimura, in the Yoshimura Suzuki team area.

LEFT  The pit stops at Suzuka are a wonder to behold. 

The quicker teams can change out both wheels, add 

fuel, and switch riders in about 12 to 15 seconds; the 

times actually used to be half that until rule changes 

for refueling were made for safety.
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Behind the rental-car counter at Osaka’s Kansai 

International Airport, the young Japanese 

employee asks, “Are you attending the 8 Hours?” 

After replying that I am (and noting that I have no 

clothing that designates me as being involved in 

motorcycles), he states, “I also will go to the 40th 

anniversary but only for the race on Sunday.” He 

then asks, “Which brand do you support?” When 

I tell him that I am a journalist, and thus am not 

supporting anybody, he replies, “Ah, I see! I’m for 

Suzuki, though I think this year Yamaha is going to 

win again.”

This short and apparently innocuous conversa-

tion demonstrated how unique the Suzuka 8 Hours 

race is. It’s hopefully a sign that the event is begin-

ning to regain its prominence among the Japanese 

public…especially the younger generation who have 

abandoned it in the last decade or so searching for 

emotions in other entertainment options.

The buildup to the Suzuka 8 Hours race 

begins with practice sessions on Wednesday and 

Thursday, followed by provisional qualifying on 

Friday. Saturday is reserved for the Suzuka 4 Hours 

race (limited to 600cc supersport machines) and 

the “Top 10 Trial” where each rider is allowed a 

single flying lap (Suzuka is where the Superpole 

qualifying concept originated), with the teams’ two 

quickest riders’ laps averaged to determine the 

starting position of the top 10 qualifying teams.

It’s that “team” aspect that permeates 

everything about the Suzuka 8 Hours race. The 

rental-car employee asked me about which brand I 

supported, and there was no mention at all of any 

star rider. The brand loyalty at Suzuka is another 

difference to other races. At MotoGP races, the 

fans are often organized by which riders they 

support—yellow for Valentino Rossi, red for Marc 

Márquez, black for Jorge Lorenzo—but the grand-

stands at Suzuka are divided among the colors that 

represent the four Japanese brands: red for Honda, 

blue for Yamaha, green obviously for Kawasaki 

followers, and a different blue for Suzuki fans.

A MATTER OF HONOR

For the factories—at the least the “Big Four” 

Japanese manufacturers—the 8 Hours is the 

most important event of the year. Yes, MotoGP 

is the big challenge and the championship that 

demands more resources, but the Suzuka 8 Hours 

is special; it’s the race that commands respect 

among the factories.

The race takes place the last weekend of July, 

which is traditionally the warmest time of the year 

in Japan. The temperature is usually a bit over 30 

degrees Celsius (86 degrees Fahrenheit), but the 

humidity is terrible, nearly unbearable. Conditions 

are bad enough that the race takes a physical toll 

on the riders that lasts for weeks afterward. The 

heat is brutal enough that all the teams have inflat-

able pools behind their pitboxes that the riders 

throw themselves into after they get off the bike 

(some of the factory teams actually employed IV 

fluid replenishment in the late ’90s/early 2000s, 

but the practice was eventually banned).

The race is held at the Suzuka circuit, a track 

considered the mother of all circuits due to its 

difficulty. It’s owned by Honda and is housed within 

an amusement park also owned by the same 

company. Needless to say, this race is extremely 

important to Honda. And you can imagine what it 

means for the other Japanese manufacturers to 

beat Honda in its own backyard.

This year’s Suzuka 8 Hours had a special flavor: 

It marked the race’s 40th anniversary. And having 

lost the last two years to Yamaha, for Honda it was 

a matter of honor to win this year, especially after 

the order given by Honda Motor Company president 

Takahiro Hachigo to his employees: “The 40th anni-

versary of the Suzuka 8 Hours has to be won.”

40TH ANNIVERSARY

Knowing that its old CBR was too outdated to 

compete with Yamaha’s R1, Honda understood 

that the only way to win was significantly update 

the bike, and that’s what it did for this year’s race. 

If you think the launch of the new CBR1000RR 

was just a coincidence with Suzuka’s 40th anni-

versary year—think again. The truth is the new 

ABOVE  The Suzuka 8 Hours (as well as all other FIM EWC 

races) uses the traditional Le Mans start, where the 

machines are lined up on the opposite side of the track 

from the riders, who must sprint across the track to their 

dead-engined bikes to begin the race. LEFT  The punishing 

heat and humidity at Suzuka mean sweat-soaked leathers, 

so most of the teams use big fans to blow air through the 

leathers during downtime to keep them dry and comfy.

BELOW  All of the big factory 

teams had inflatable pools 

behind the pitboxes that allowed 

the riders to immediately cool 

off after their stint. In the late 

’90s/early 2000s, some of the big 

factory teams even used IV fluid 

replenishment, but the practice 

was banned after a few years.
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CBR1000RR was created to enable Honda to take 

back what Yamaha had stolen from it in the past 

two years: the glory of winning at Suzuka.

Honda wasn’t “officially” involved in the race, 

but a look in the pitboxes of the MuSASHi RT HARC 

Pro and FCC TSR teams showed the reality: Both 

were strongly supported by HRC. Shinichi Kokubu 

(HRC general manager of technical development 

division) and Kazuhiko Yamano (former Repsol 

Honda team manager) spent the weekend in the 

MuSASHi RT HARC Pro garage. And the FCC TSR 

garage was crowded with HRC staff. Some of them 

used to work for Repsol Honda; others worked for 

Team Gresini. It was pretty obvious HRC had sent a 

good amount of resources to Suzuka.

And yet despite the president’s message and 

its new machine, Honda engineers knew that a 

miracle would be needed to win the race. Although 

they had been preparing the bike for almost nine 

months, it wasn’t ready to beat Yamaha’s R1. This 

confirms what former HRC Vice President Shuhei 

Nakamoto told us in April during the GP of the 

Americas held in Austin: “Our bike is 18 kilograms 

lighter than the one used last year, but we aren’t 

competitive enough yet in other areas.”

Trying to increase its odds by numbers, Honda 

lined up teams with every possible tire combina-

tion, an amazing situation that is now impossible 

to see anywhere else in the world: The MuSASHi 

RT HARC Pro and FCC TSR teams used 17-inch 

Bridgestones, while the Moriwaki Motul Racing 

team preferred 17-inch Pirellis. The Honda Dream 

Racing Team was on the 16.5-inch Bridgestones, 

and the au&Teluru Kohara Racing Team lined up 

with 17-inch Dunlops. Three different tire makers 

and two different tire diameters…

Suzuki had also a new bike for the 40th anni-

versary, but like Honda, the new-generation 

GSX-R1000R arrived at the race without being 

ready. In fact, only two teams—Yoshimura and 

Kagayama—out of nine Suzuki squads in the race 

used the 2017 GSX-R; the rest raced on the older 

2016 version. Electronics were apparently their 

biggest handicap; because the Suzuka 8 Hours 

does not restrict electronics, Honda and Yamaha 

could use the hyper-sophisticated proprietary elec-

tronics that are no longer legal in MotoGP. Before 

the advent of the spec ECU, this was an area where 

Suzuki was a step behind.

Yamaha and Kawasaki approached the 8 Hours 

in a more conservative way. Both factories lined 

up their 2016 bikes with the regular updates. 

Yamaha had won with its R1 the last two years, 

while Kawasaki’s Team Green had been the only 

bike to finish in the same lap as the winners. Both 

made the saying, “A known devil is better than an 

unknown angel” its policy for this year’s event. This 

included the use of Bridgestone’s old-generation 

16.5-inch tires, as both teams had a lot of data 

with them from the previous years.

An example how much the Japanese factories 

concentrate on the Suzuka 8 Hours is Yamaha 

and Kawasaki’s private test at Sepang in January, 

when the teams traveled there to test the new 

17-inch Bridgestone tires in similar conditions they 

would face in Suzuka in July. But the weather didn’t 

cooperate, and the long run tests couldn’t be 

completed; so the decision was taken to stick on 

the 16.5-inch tires.

YAMAHA WINS EVERYTHING

To describe the 8 Hours race in detail would 

probably take up all the pages of this magazine. 

So many things happen, so many anecdotes, 

details… But in the end, what matters is the final 

result, and in this aspect there where clearly two 

winners and two losers in the 40th anniversary 

Suzuka 8 Hours race.

When I met Kouichi Tsuji—the man respon-

sible for all of Yamaha’s racing activities—in 

the paddock after the race, the usually distant 

Japanese engineer was surprisingly exultant. “We 

have won everything! The 8 Hours, the Endurance 

World Championship, and the 4 Hours race with an 

Indonesian team.” Yes, the most important event 

of the year for the Japanese Big Four finished with 

a full bingo for Yamaha.

Yamaha’s main factory racing team with 

Katsuyuki Nakasuga, Alex Lowes, and Michael van 

der Mark started from the pole position and lapped 

fast, consistent, and didn’t make any mistakes: 

the perfect script for a long-distance race. For 

Nakasuga, it was his third win in a row, setting a 

new record for a Japanese rider at Suzuka.

Kawasaki was again second when the check-

ered flag fell at 7:30 p.m. in Suzuka (Team Green 

also finished second in 2016). The Kawasaki 

squad did its job well. They were never really in the 

spotlight, but with consistency and a good pace, 

they took advantage of their well-planned strategy 

and the errors of the others. Having won only once 

in 40 years of the 8 Hours (’93 with WSBK cham-

pion Scott Russell and Aaron Slight), it looks like 

it’s time for Kawasaki to go for the victory. Its 

strong and all-winning WSBK pair of Jonathan Rea 

and Tom Sykes could be a very strong base to build 

up a challenging team.

If Yamaha and Kawasaki finished this year’s 8 

Hours with their job done, Honda and Suzuki were 

the opposite side of the coin. Probably the most 

disappointed was Team Yoshimura. It was surely 

frustrating for the team when Katsuyuki Tsuda 

crashed in the second lap of the race. Yoshimura 

Suzuki’s one year of work was thrown away less than 

five minutes after the start. This after Tsuda had 

managed on Saturday to put the Yoshimura Suzuki 

in second spot on the grid, meaning Yoshimura’s 

expectations for the race were reasonably high.

We have left Honda for the end of our story, as 

it was the big loser of its own race. The orders from 

the boss were not only to be very competitive but 

also to win. Trying not to lose sight of the Yamaha 

team, the MuSASHi RT HARC Pro riders made 

errors, which cost them second position in the 

later stages of the race. A big disappointment for 

Honda…or maybe not that much. Because as we 

said before, back in April it seemed they knew it was 

going to be an uphill battle to win at Suzuka. SR

The Yamaha factory racing team took its third straight victory with the 2017 roster of Katsuyuki Nakasuga, Alex Lowes, 

and Michael van der Mark (it was also Nakasuga’s third consecutive victory, becoming the first Japanese rider to do so). The 

Team Green Kawasaki squad of Kazuma Watanabe, Leon Haslam, and Azlan Shah Bin Kamaruzaman finished second, and the 

FCC TSR Honda team of Josh Hook, Dominique Aegerter, and Randy De Puniet in third.
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april 21 - 23
Circuit of the Americas

april 28 - 30
road atlanta

May 12 - 14 
virginia international 

raceway

june 2 - 4
road america

june 23 - 25 
utah motorsports campus

july 7 - 9
mazda raceway laguna seca

august 11 -13
sonoma raceway

august 25 - 27
pittsburgh international 

race complex

september 8 - 10
new jersey motorsports 

park

september 15 - 17
barber motorsports park

* schedule subject to change
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BITCHIN’ FRESH KIT

The summer riding season has come to an end, and its harsh 

conditions have probably taken a toll on your equipment. 

Now is the perfect time to throw out your sweat-coated gear 

and give your bike a tune-up as we head into fall. Check out 

the fi ve products below!

EBC GPFAX BRAKE PADS

Chances are that a summer of riding has roasted your 

brake pads—well, unless you’re so fast that you don’t 

use them! Do yourself a favor and keep yourself safe 

by replacing your worn-out pads with fresh ones. EBC’s 

USA-made GPF AX sintered street and trackday pads are 

an excellent option for all-around use because they are 

designed with longevity in mind while having exceptional 

fade resistance and stopping power for the racetrack.

$85 per set

ebcbrakes.com

DUNLOP Q3+ TIRES

Dunlop’s new Sportmax Q3+ tires are the perfect 

replacement for your bike’s worn-out rubber. The 

tires are the next generation of the popular Q3, 

featuring numerous changes like redesigned rear 

carcass and a center tread pattern made of a 

silica-based recipe. The results of the upgrades 

are a claimed 30 percent more mileage and 

improved racetrack performance. The best of 

both worlds? Defi nitely.

$180.96 front, $232.68–$271.69 rear

dunlopmotorcycletires.com

Chances are that a summer of riding has roasted your 

brake pads—well, unless you’re so fast that you don’t 

by replacing your worn-out pads with fresh ones. EBC’s 

USA-made GPF AX sintered street and trackday pads are 

an excellent option for all-around use because they are 

designed with longevity in mind while having exceptional 

fade resistance and stopping power for the racetrack.
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RK CHAIN AND DRIVEN SPROCKET KIT

Your bike’s components have probably taken a 

beating this summer, and its chain and sprockets are 

no exception. Offered by RK Excel America, the 520 

Aluminum Race Kit comes packed with RK’s lightweight 

RX- or XW-ring sealed gold chains, along with a rear 

sprocket machined from 7075-T6 aluminum and a 

case d-hardened steel front sprocket from Driven. The 

kit is an easy way to refresh your worn-out parts, and its 

lightweight build will help improve acceleration.

$201.95

rkexcelamerica.com

6D ATS-1 HELMET

The seasons are changing at a fast rate, and so is 6D 

Helmets’ ATS-1. The new “medium/small” version of 

the ATS-1 features an updated version of the Omni-

Directional Suspension (ODS) technology that allows the 

medium/small ATS-1 to be smaller and narrower overall, 

improving aerodynamics and shedding weight. Besides 

the ODS, the helmet comes packed with an ultra-light 

carbon shell, anti-scratch face shield, removable 

comfort liner, and the ODS air-gap ventilation system.

$849.95

6dhelmets.com

SCORPION PHALANX JACKET

Get rid of the smelly jacket you wore all summer 

and prepare for fall with the Scorpion’s newest 

textile sport jacket, the Phalanx. The jacket 

has a water-resistant construction and comes 

equipped with a removable thermal liner vest 

to keep you comfortable during this season’s 

changing conditions. Other features include a 

back protector compartment that comes with PE 

foam, zippered vents, NightVIZ refl ective areas, 

and a dual waist strap for custom fi t.

$229.95 

scorpionusa.com
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             Your legs are incredibly strong, so it should  

             seem obvious that making proper use of 

them while on the bike can pay dividends to your 

riding. The funny part is that most average riders 

don’t know the capabilities of them and therefore 

rely heavily on their upper body to ride the motor-

cycle. Oftentimes this can drive them to the point 

of mistakes and exhaustion. Why not use your legs 

to their potential and improve speed, efficiency, 

and cornering ability as you lap the racetrack or 

tackle the next set of twisties?

From corner entry to exit, your legs can play 

a vital role in how your motorcycle steers. For 

example, adding a small amount of pressure on 

the inside footpeg with the ball of your foot will 

help roll the motorcycle to its max lean angle in 

less time, which will allow you to rush into the 

corner harder than before. Furthermore, pushing 

with your legs will lessen the amount of input you 

need on the handlebars to begin turning. This 

is important because if the front tire is already 

under heavy load from trail braking, any excessive 

pressure to the bars could push it beyond its limit, 

resulting in a crash.

BY MICHAEL GILBERT PHOTO BY BRIAN J. NELSON

Using your leg strength can be highly beneficial on the street and the track

LOADING YOUR LEGS

RIDING  
SKILLS  
SERIES

Likewise, loading the inside footpeg with 

pressure in the middle of the corner helps with 

steering. If you find yourself getting a few feet off 

your normal line, push into the inside peg with your 

leg to help tighten your corner trajectory. It’s no 

magic fix, but if you’re headed toward the edge of 

the road, it could mean the difference between 

going off or riding to see another corner. Practice 

this in longer corners where you have time to 

analyze how the bike behaves with additional pres-

sure from your feet—that way you know how and 

when to use it. At the same time, try locking your 

outside leg into the fuel tank. This will allow you to 

take pressure off the handlebars and relax your 

upper body, which will help save yourself energy 

that you can use later on in the day.

Similarly, using your legs at corner exit can 

improve your drive onto the straightaways by 

allowing you to get to the center of the tire quicker. 

When you see MotoGP riders snapping the bike up 

under acceleration, they aren’t just pushing it with 

their arms. Instead, they are also applying force 

to the outside footpeg as they begin accelerating 

to quickly lift the bike onto the center of the tire, 

where they have more grip to use for their drive.

In a chicane, using your legs can increase the 

speed that your bike transitions from side to side 

with the added bonus of improving your body’s 

efficiency as you make the transition to the next 

corner. Instead of aggressively tugging on the 

handlebars, stomp on the outside footpeg when 

you need to make your direction change. As the 

bike becomes vertical, don’t sit stationary in the 

seat. This is where you will find yourself in a squat 

position before you reach the other side of the 

motorcycle. Keep pushing, now with your inside 

foot, as it will continue to speed up the transition 

and get you into the second half of the chicane 

faster.

Practicing all of these techniques for the first 

time will be very tiresome and probably leave your 

legs feeling sore for a few days—on the other hand, 

your upper body should feel fresh. Hitting the gym 

five times a week might not be necessary, but be 

aware that the more you exercise your legs, the more 

you can make use of them on the motorcycle. They 

can be a large key toward faster lap times, better 

cornering techniques, and improved efficiency. SR
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REV’IT! STEWART AIR LEATHER JACKET
Dutch company Rev’It! is really beginning 

to make a name for itself in the USA, after 

establishing a solid reputation in Europe for 

high-quality products at non-wallet-shattering 

prices. After debuting in America with conven-

tional sport leather offerings, the motorcycle 

apparel company’s catalog has grown rapidly 

and continues to expand, with its latest Urban 

lineup catering to the custom heritage motorcycle 

movement that has spawned hot-selling motor-

cycles like the BMW R nineT, Ducati Scrambler, 

and Yamaha XSR900. These riders eschew 

fl ashy-colored apparel for understated casual—

and the Rev’It! Stewart Air leather jacket delivers 

on both style and performance counts.

The Stewart Air is a bit different in that it is 

constructed using buffalo leather rather than the 

conventional bovine hide. Note: Don’t confuse 

the term “buffalo” with “bison” in this instance. 

Although the North American bison is often 

referred to as “buffalo,” when the words buffalo 

and leather are combined, they’re talking about 

leather made from the water buffalo species that 

is commonly found in Asian and Indian countries, 

not the bison that are found in the American plains.

The advantages of quality buffalo hide are that 

it is generally considered to be stronger and more 

abrasion resistant than cowhide, with the down-

sides being that it is often heavier and more prone 

to stretch. The Stewart Air jacket feels a bit heavier 

than your average leather jacket but not unduly so.

One area where the Stewart Air jacket really 

stands out is how soft and comfortable it is. The 

Rev’It! jacket’s buffalo leather is made using 

the “pull up” tanning method, meaning the dyes 

are infused with natural oils and waxes that help 

“pull up” the natural colors and make the leather 

incredibly supple and soft. The Stewart Air literally 

required no break-in period, and it quickly feels so 

nice and comfortable that you almost forget you’re 

wearing a leather jacket.

Adding to the comfort level are Rev’It!’s slim, 

fl exible, and lightweight SEESMART impact protec-

tion in the shoulders and elbows that surpass 

EN1621-1:2012 CE-Level 1 standards, while 

safety stitching throughout the jacket’s construc-

tion ensures no split seams. No back protector 

is included, though a pocket for an optional 

SEESOFT CE-Level 2 back protector is sewn into 

the inner liner.

The other area where the Stewart Air jacket 

impressed us was its ventilation. Fully perforated 

leather panels in the front and back, along with 

full perforation on the inner portions of arms, 

permit a surprising amount of cooling airfl ow 

for a leather jacket. Put it this way: We’ve worn 

some “mesh” textile jackets that didn’t work as 

well as the Stewart Air and were nowhere near 

as comfortable. We had no problem wearing it 

on 100-plus-degree summer days, and we also 

noticed the Stewart Air didn’t seem to absorb the 

sun’s rays and heat up as much as other black 

leather jackets we’ve tried. A zip-out thermal liner 

blocks the ventilation so that you can still wear the 

Stewart Air in chillier climates.

The Rev’It! Stewart Air jacket has quickly 

become one of our favorite hot-weather casual 

riding gear items, and we’d have no reservations 

recommending it to anyone looking for an under-

stated leather jacket that still has plenty of riding 

function built in to it. Available only in black, in 

Euro men’s sizes 46 to 60.

SR TESTED
PRODUCT EVALUATIONS

  RETAIL: $382.49  

  REVITSPORT.COM  

SR TESTED
PRODUCT EVALUATIONS
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SYKIK X21F TWIN CAMERA RECORDING SYSTEM
The Sykik X21F is a two-camera DVR 

system utilizing “endless loop” recording 

(the oldest fi le is overwritten when the memory 

is full) that uses forward- and rearward-facing 

cameras mounted onto your bike. By employing 

two IP57 waterproof 1080p HD cameras with 

low-light sensors and a 140-degree fi eld of vision, 

the recording quality (VGA for maximum recording 

time, Standard for full HD at 30 fps, Sports for 

full HD at 60 fps, and Cruise for 1080p at 30 fps) 

can be adjusted on the fl y through a bike-mounted 

3-inch TFT monitor. You can also fl ip from front to 

rear views, a handy feature when stopped at traffi c 

lights to ensure a distracted automobile driver 

isn’t going to make you a hood ornament.

Installation was straightforward but required 

a smidgen of effort to make all of the connections 

due to the wires all terminating at well-constructed 

waterproof plugs. Incidentally, each pair of 

connection plugs are slightly different, which 

elegantly takes miswiring out of the equation. But 

we’d suggest spending a few moments at a table 

making the connections fi rst before the actual 

  RETAIL: $259.90  

  SYKIK.COM  

install in order to become familiar with each one.

Our X21F had the optional GPS sensor 

($29.95) that records location and includes a 

Google map in the player so you can associate 

location to the ride. Sykik’s video player software 

allows viewing both camera fi les at the same 

time; unfortunately, the software is limited in 

that it only allows viewing without the ability to 

create your own video fi les using both cameras or 

the GPS display.

Using a pair of 128GB microSD cards (not 

included), you can record up to 20 hours of riding 

(10 hours in each camera), which starts when 

the unit senses movement. One neat feature 

we were fortunate enough not to test was the 

Collision G-sensor; if it senses a hard impact, 

the system saves the front and rear fi les so they 

cannot be overwritten.
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asfifihefiPerfipherallyfiBelfiedfiSuperfiComplexfiLamfifiafiefi

Cofisfirucfifiofifi(PB-SCLC)fishellfidesfififi,fiEco-Purefi

comforfifilfifier,fiESfichfifificover,filofifierfichfififibar,fiafidfi

VarfiablefiAxfisfiShfieldfi(VAS)fisysfiemfimakefifihefirfiwayfi

fififiofifihefiSfififiefi-X’sficofisfirucfifiofi.

Wefifihfififififififiafifi3.46fipoufidsfi(1,580fifirams)fiforfiafi

medfium-sfizefilfid,fifihefiSfiell/DOT-approvedfiSfififiefi-Xfi

sfifisfififififihefimfiddlefioffifihefififieldfiwefifihfi-wfise.fiOverallfi

Forfifihosefiwhofihavefisfirufifiledfiwfifihfiefifiherfi

losfififififiheficlfipfioffiaficlfip-fiypefidrfive-chafififi

masfierfilfifikfiorfifumblfifififiwfifihfiafirfivefifimasfierfilfifikfi

fiool,fiEKfiChafififihasfiafifiafiswer:fifihefi“screw”fi

masfierfilfifik.

Allfifihafififisfifieededfifisfiafifi8mmfiwrefichfiafidfiafipafirfi

offirefiularfiplfiers.

Basfically,fifihefiEKfiscrewfilfifikfiworksfibyfiemployfifififi

lofifierfipfifisfifihafifiarefiacfiuallyfifihreaded.fiUsfifififiafi

lofifififiufifiofifieachfipfifi,fiyoufififisfiallfifihefimasfierfilfifikfi

plafiefibyfifiorqufifififidowfifieachfifiufi.fiIfisfiallafifiofififisfi

sfimple:fiSlfidefifihefiO-rfififisfiafidfioufierfiplafiefioverfi

fihefipfifis,fifihreadfiofififihefifificludedfi8mmfifiufis,fiafidfi

evefilyfifiorquefifihemfidowfifiusfififififihefiwrefich.fiLfikefi

ofiherfimasfierfilfifiks,fifihefiEKfiscrewfilfifikfifisfiafipress-fifififi

fifiem;fiufilfikefiaficlfip-lfifikfiorfirfivefi-lfifik,fifihefipressfifififififisfi

afilfififilefifififihfierfifiofiefisurefiafipermafiefififiassembly.fi

Thefilevelfiofficofifirolfiwfifihfifiorqufifififidowfififihefifiufisfifisfi

veryfiprecfise.fiCompressfifihefiplafiesfiufififilfifiheyfiarefi

parallelfifiofifihefioufierfiplafiesfiofifiefifiherfisfidefioffifihefi
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comforfififis—asfiyou’dfiexpecfififromfiafifiArafi—

oufisfiafidfififi,fiwfifihfifihefilofifi-ovalfishapefififififififififi

SR’sfifiesfiersfilfikefiafifilove.fiEvefifiaffierfibefififififullyfi

brokefifififi,fifihefipaddfifififisfifillfiremafifisfififirmfiefioufihfi

fiofimafififiafififiafisfiufifififififiafidfikeepfifihefihelmefififromfi

wobblfifififiaroufidfiofifiyourfihead.fiUfilfikefisomefiofiherfi

brafids,fiArafifihasfibeefifiablefifiofidofifihfisfiwfifihoufificheekfi

padsfifihafifipufifiexcessfivefipressurefiofifiyourfifacefi

(resulfififififififififihefidreadedfi“chfipmufik”filook),ficofifirfib-

ufifififififioficomforfififioodfiefioufihfiforfiall-dayfiuse.

Aerodyfiamficsfiarefifiood,fifihoufihfiafifispeedsfififififihefi

80-mphfirafifie,fiafilfififilefibfififioffibuffefififififiafidfilfiffificafifibefi

felfi,fibufifififi’sfifiofihfififificoficerfifififi.fiVfisfiofififihroufihfifihefi

eyeporfififisfiveryfifioodfifififiafifull-fiuckfiposfififiofifiasfiwellfiasfi

perfipherallyfiofifiefifiherfisfide.fiThefifacefishfieldfiofifiourfi

Sfififiefi-Xfisealedfiwell,fiwfifihfifiofifiapsfifihafifiresulfiedfifififi

whfisfilfififififiofisesfiafifispeed.fiChafififififififacefishfieldsfi

wfifihfifihefiVarfiablefiAxfisfiSysfiemfifisfiafilfififilefilabor-fififiefi-

sfive—pushfifififiafileverfiprofirudfifififioufififromfifihefipfivofifi

mechafifismfipopsfifihefipfivofificoverfiofffifihefihelmefifi

(fihey’refifiefiheredfifiofifihefihelmefififiofikeepfifromfifiefifififififi

losfi),fiallowfifififiyoufifiofieasfilyfipopfifihefishfieldfioufifioffi

fihefipfivofifimechafifism,fiwhfilefirefifisfiallafifiofifirequfiresfi

masfierfilfifikfifihefifiremovefifihefifiufis.fiUsefiafipafirfioffi

plfiersfifiofisfiapfiofffifihefiprofirudfififififihreadedfiposfisfi

wfifihfipredesfififiedfifafilurefipofififis,fiafidfiyou’refidofie.

Wefiwerefiafilfififilefiskepfificalfiaboufififihefiplafie’sfi

abfilfifiyfifiofiremafififiofififihefilfifikfiwfifihoufifiaficlfipfiorfimush-

roomfifififioffifihefipfifis,fibufifiapparefifilyfiEKfihasfibeefifi

sellfififififihfisfiscrewfimasfierfilfifikfififififihefiUSfiforfimorefi

fihafififihreefiyearsfifiow.fiAfisearchfioffivarfiousfimofior-

cyclefiforumsfishowedfifihafifiallfiwhofiarefiusfififififihefi

EKfiRfivefilessfiMasfierfiLfifikfiarefiveryfihappy,fiwfifihfi

fiofifissuesfiorfifafiluresfioffiafiyfikfifidfimefififiofied.fiIfifi

facfi,fiourfiexamplefihasfialreadyfiefiduredfimorefifihafifi

10,000fihardfimfilesfiafidfidoesfi’fifishowfiafiyfisfififisfioffi

loosefififififiorfifafilurefiwhafisoever.

ThefiEKfiScrewfiSfiylefiLfifiksfiarefichafififispecfifificfi

afidfifififififihefiEKfiSRX2,fiMVXZ2,fiafidfiZVX3fichafifisfifififi

fihreefisfizes:fi520,fi525,fiafidfi530.fi SR
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Apple, the Apple Logo, and iTunes are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and 

other countries.  iPad is a trademark of Apple Inc. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. 

Print Subscribers Get 
FREE iPad® access!

Download the app today for 
instant access!
To Subscribe go to:

www.sportrider.com/subscribe

Over   600,000   Customers
Served  Since  1998

FDA-approved
medications
from USA
Pharmacies

CALL TOLL
FREE

for special offersfor special offersfor special offersfor special offers
Visit Viamedic.com/SR

HABLAMOS ESPAÑOL
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Thanks for riding with us for 24 years! We’re looking forward to the next adventure…
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Model selected: The all-new 2018 Suzuki GSX-S750. In a class 

of its own and tapping in with 750cc of raw performance. 

There’s nothing like the muscular torque and broad power  

output of a high-revving, inline four-cylinder engine for taking 

on the neighborhood bully and kicking… well, you know. 

The Suzuki GSX-S750. It absolutely punches above its weight.

READY. FIGHT.
Rev to the next level.

*Available on GSX-S750Z model, shown. Traction Control cannot prevent loss of traction due to excessive speed when the  
  rider enters a turn and/or applies the brakes. Neither can it prevent the front wheel from losing grip. ABS is not designed to  
  shorten the braking distance. Please always ride at a safe speed for road and weather conditions, including while cornering.   
  Suzuki, the “S” logo, and Suzuki model and product names are Suzuki Trademarks or ®. © 2017 Suzuki Motor of America, Inc. 

Experience the GSX-S750 at SuzukiCycles.com

ADVANTAGE: Suzuki Anti-Lock 

Brake System delivers strong and 

consistent braking performance

ADVANTAGE: Compact, 

fuel-injected engine 

derived from GSX-R 

technology

ADVANTAGE: Four-mode Suzuki 

Advanced Traction Control lets the rider 

match sensitivity to road conditions

ADVANTAGE:

Low RPM Assist 

feature seamlessly 

adjusts engine 

speed during takeoff 

and low-speed 

maneuvering to 

smooth power 

delivery and lessen 

the chance 

of stalling
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Toll Free 877.789.4940www.motonation.com

Only Sidi boots purchased from an authorized Sidi-Motonation dealer are covered by our product warranty.

Vortice Air

BRADLEYSmith

Available
in Black
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